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A longitudinal study of four sets of OPAC transaction logs was conducted over a four-year period. Analysis of the initial set of transaction logs revealed problems that users experienced while searching the OPAC. Over time, a series of OPAC screen changes were implemented in an attempt to help searchers improve their searching behavior. After each series of changes, a set of transaction logs was analyzed to assess the impact of the changes and to study whether earlier improvements in searching behavior persisted over time. Although the screen changes initially had a positive impact on searching behavior, in some cases the initial improvements in searching success were not sustained over time.

Use of transaction log analysis is an established method of data collection that provides libraries a record of users’ actual online search experience. Transaction log analysis is an unobtrusive and inexpensive method that gives an unbiased view of how users navigate the catalog. In 1995, Lynn Silipigni Connaway, John M. Budd, and Thomas R. Kochtanek observed: “There is an underlying assumption that by identifying the needs and behaviors of catalog users, user-centered catalogs can be developed.” However, this assumption has not been fully explored. Does transaction log analysis and subsequent OPAC screen redesign affect changes that result in more successful use of online catalogs? A previous transaction log analysis study conducted by the authors of this study between 1995 and 1996 at the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) compared two sets of logs within a six-month period. Analysis of the first set of data revealed that users experienced difficulty with searching techniques. The OPAC introductory screens were simplified in an attempt to help users improve search success rates. The second set of data, analyzed after screen changes had been made, showed statistically significant improvements in searching behavior. Fewer searches resulted in zero postings, were missing the search argument, had the author in incorrect order, or incorrectly included an initial article, whereas...
a greater percentage of searches had correct syntax. These results were deemed improvements in searching success. The study also established a process and set in place a methodology to review transaction logs regularly and to monitor the effectiveness of any subsequent screen changes, a charge the authors carried out initially as part of a Transaction Logs Task Force and later as a research group.

Transaction logs were captured and analyzed at the middle of the semester following each set of screen changes.

In the present study, the authors combined the two sets of data collected during the initial study with two additional sets of data to provide a longitudinal analysis of OPAC transaction logs from 1995 to 1998. The present study was undertaken with four purposes in mind: to determine whether, after the initial screen changes, improvements in user searching behavior were sustained over time; to examine the effect of subsequent screen changes; to continue to review the reasons for failed searches; and to measure the use of keyword searching. Screen changes were implemented after the first three sets of transaction logs in response to documented user search patterns. In addition, input was solicited from public services staff based on their experiences with reference transactions and bibliographic instruction. The research reported here tracked OPAC transaction log analysis over an extended period of time and measured the effect of screen changes on user searching behaviors.

Literature Review

A recent review of the transaction log analysis research literature is provided by Andrew Large and Jamshid Beheshti. This overview identified and analyzed studies published since 1990, discussed problems faced by researchers, examined data collection methodologies, and gave research recommendations for bibliographic record enhancement, search capabilities, and interface design. Beth Sandore and Thomas A. Peters previously provided thorough reviews of the history and uses of transaction log analysis. In their previous study, the authors reviewed the literature to present several uses of transaction log analysis including the improvement of user failure rates, its use as a management tool, and its use as an aid to improving catalog design.

Keyword searching is another area of discussion in the OPAC transaction log analysis literature. Joan M. Cherry reported that changing a zero postings query to a keyword search was as fruitful as, or more fruitful than, a new search constructed from cross-references provided by Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). A later study by Joy Tillotson found that keyword searching was likely to yield more results than subject heading searching. Rosemary Thorne and Jo Bell Whitlatch determined that users attempting to locate information on subjects should select keyword rather than subject heading access as their first access strategy. However, results of a recent survey and transaction log analysis by Charles R. Hildreth found that failure often occurred with keyword searching and that users usually had difficulty understanding Boolean searching.

There is evidence in the literature that suggests screen changes can make a difference in the way users search the catalog and the extent of their success. Terry Ballard documented a change in the amount of keyword searching following a change in the position of the keyword search option on the introductory menu. Likewise, Jane Scott and colleagues found improvement in the success of both keyword and subject searching when keyword searching was promoted to the top of all database menus on the OPAC screens.

The previous study by the authors of the present study reported several areas in which screen changes appeared to influence users’ search behavior. One set of transaction logs in 1995 showed that OPAC users had difficulties with basic searching techniques. The authors de-
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cided that the following changes to the OPAC introductory screens might alleviate these problems: simplification and clarification of wording on introductory screens; use of the same publication for all search examples; use of a publication indexed by both of the controlled vocabularies used at the libraries (LCSH and Medical Subject Headings); relocation of additional search examples to a second screen to reduce clutter on the first; and placement of the keyword option as the first choice on the list of search options. These screen changes were adopted and implemented in March 1996, and a second set of transaction logs, using the same parameters as the first set, was run in April 1996. Data from the analysis of the second set showed statistically significant changes in several areas, including fewer errors in search formulation, a reduction in zero postings, and an increase in the use of keyword searching.

Although short-term, limited transaction log analysis studies are numerous, a review of the literature revealed few longitudinal or follow-up studies. Terry Ballard and Jim Smith’s eighteen-month transaction log analysis studied searcher errors and resulted in the addition of an OPAC search tips screen to aid searchers.21 Kathlin L. Ray and Mary S. Lang replicated Ballard’s study in 1995 and 1996 to produce data comparing the results of transaction log analysis at two similar institutions.22 Stephen E. Wiberley Jr., Robert Allen Daugherty, and James A. Danowski conducted a follow-up investigation of user persistence in displaying online catalog postings.23 Nirmala S. Bangalore focused on zero hits in her follow-up study of OPAC users.24 In 1996, Terry Ellen Ferl and Larry Millsap compared data collected from in-library users of the University of California’s catalog to an earlier study they had conducted in 1991 of users who accessed the catalog from remote sites.25 The research reported here represents an effort to add to the field’s knowledge of user behavior as tracked by OPAC transaction log analysis over an extended period of time.

Methodology
The authors previously documented that introductory screen changes had a positive impact on the searching behavior and success of OPAC users.26 Based on this encouraging outcome, the authors initiated additional OPAC screen changes in the hope of further improving search behaviors and user success. Overall, four sets of transaction logs were analyzed over the course of four years to investigate both the effects of a series of screen changes and whether initial improvements in search success were sustained over time. Transaction logs were captured and analyzed at the middle of the semester following each set of screen changes. Midterm was chosen as a representative period because by this point students would have become familiar with the OPAC and daily use of the catalog would be sufficient to obtain a good sample.

Each set of transaction logs was collected from the eight busiest public ports over a four-day period. Public computers in the libraries were hardwired to the NOTIS system, and the first available port was engaged as users logged on, making it impossible to track use of a particular computer. Hardware changes in all eight libraries of the UIC system resulted in different user populations during the course of the longitudinal analysis. Whereas the first and second sets of transaction logs included users from all libraries (Main, Architecture and Art, Mathematics, Science, Library of the Health Sciences at Chicago, Peoria, Rockford, Urbana), the third and fourth sets included only the Main Library and the regional medical sites at Peoria, Rockford, and Urbana. Because both user sets included undergraduate, graduate, and professional students, the sets were considered comparable.

All OPAC searches are recorded by the system and can be retrieved. The NOTIS transaction log provides useful information on each transaction, including time of query, database name, catalog view mode selected by the user (brief or long view), search mode, validity of commands issued, number of postings re-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of Uery</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>View Mode*</th>
<th>Search Mode**</th>
<th>Posting Received</th>
<th>Resulting Screen Type</th>
<th>Screen Number***</th>
<th>Character String Input by User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:04:57</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>FIN K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NEF/K</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>K=BEAUTY PEGENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05:12</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>FIN T</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NEF/ T</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>T=THE PRISON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:08:39</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>FIN T</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>T/I</td>
<td></td>
<td>T=BYTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:08:41</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>DIS #</td>
<td></td>
<td>B/R</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>S 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:09:18</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>FIN S</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>S/G</td>
<td></td>
<td>S=MARIJUANA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:11:37</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>MSG SRCH ARG</td>
<td></td>
<td>LBC/INT</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:11:39</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>EXP T</td>
<td></td>
<td>E/T</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>EXP/T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:19:19</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>FIN S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NEF/S</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>S=RICHARD WRIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:19:33</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>FIN K</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>K/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>K=RICHARD WRIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:27:43</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>FIN SM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NEF/SM</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>SM=PSYCPATH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:28:41</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>LO</td>
<td>INVLD CNTX</td>
<td></td>
<td>LO/V</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>TART OVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:31:06</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>FIN C</td>
<td></td>
<td>C/B</td>
<td></td>
<td>C=HUM97011028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:31:15</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>INVLD CMND</td>
<td></td>
<td>BR/V</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>IN LIBRARY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* View mode: BR (brief view) in NOTIS provides the user with the following information: author (if main entry), title, name of publisher, date of publication, location, call number, and circulation status. In addition to all the data in the brief view, LO (long view) provides the user all information contained in the bibliographic record with appropriate labels (e.g., added entries for authors have the following label: For other items by author(s) type A=<»).  
**Search mode (command issued): UICCAT users can query the database by title (t=), author (a=), LC subject (s=), medical subject (sm=), call number (c=), or keyword (k=).  
*** In the above log, 1/1 represents screen 1 of a one-screen display.
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FIGURE 2
Time Line of Longitudinal Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First set of transaction logs run</td>
<td>10/30/95–11/2/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General introductory screen redesigned</td>
<td>3/22/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second set of transaction logs run</td>
<td>4/16/96–4/19/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain screens redesigned</td>
<td>5/20/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized introductory screens redesigned</td>
<td>5/20/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero hits screens redesigned for author, title, subject</td>
<td>5/20/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third set of transaction logs run</td>
<td>10/28/96–10/31/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second redesign of general introductory screen</td>
<td>7/27/97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero hits screen redesigned for keyword</td>
<td>1/19/98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth set of transaction logs run</td>
<td>4/13/98–4/16/98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

turned, screen type, number of postings displayed, and the exact character string as input by the user. Figure 1 illustrates a sample transaction log.

All four sets of transaction logs were captured using the same parameters and similar methodology. Each set provided both correct and incorrect OPAC usage. The following items were counted for each set of transaction logs:
- number of transactions
- number of search statements with correct syntax
- number of correct search statements resulting in zero postings
- number of correct search statements resulting in one to ninety-nine postings
- number of correct search statements resulting in more than one hundred postings
- number of explain commands
- number of invalid commands
- number of invalid context situations
- number of search statements with no search argument
- number of keyword searches
- number of redirected searches for author, subject, and title.

The correct syntax search statements that resulted in zero postings were further analyzed. The total number of correct search statements resulting in zero postings was subdivided into the following categories: incorrect spelling, subject wrong or not in catalog, title wrong or not in catalog, initial article included in title search, author wrong or not in catalog, author search done in incorrect order, exact retry of previous search, and unsuccessful keyword search.

It was expected that searching behavior would continue to improve as further screen changes were implemented, but this was not the case in every instance.

A time line of when screen changes were implemented and when transaction log sets were collected is provided in figure 2. Initial revision of the basic OPAC introductory screen was followed by an improvement in user searching behavior and an increase in the use of keyword searching from the first set of logs to the second.27 The basic introductory screen is used by the Main Library and the four sites of the Library of the Health Sciences. Based on the positive results, changes were subsequently made to the introductory screens used by specialized libraries within the University: the Architecture and Art, Mathematics, and Science libraries. Unfortunately, the impact of the specialized screens could not be measured because these libraries subsequently switched to a Web-based version of the OPAC that does not provide transaction logs.

During the process of redesigning the introductory screens, online assistance
was improved by placing the “explain” command prominently on the new introductory screens, thereby promoting its use. This modification was followed by an increased use of the explain command. Explain screens for each search option (keyword, author, title, LCSH, MeSH, and call numbers) were then redesigned. In each case, an attempt was made to eliminate jargon, use fewer words, present a less cluttered look, and give clear examples. As an example of explain screen changes, figures 3 and 4 give a before-and-after picture of the explain title command.

Finding no matches to a query can be very frustrating to OPAC users. To help alleviate this problem, whenever a UIC OPAC user encounters zero postings, he or she is automatically routed to a screen of helpful hints, a zero postings screen. However, the zero postings screens were crowded and difficult to read. To improve them, the task force made the text clearer, used fewer words, used bullets to highlight and separate each hint, and referred back to the explain commands for each search option. The revised zero postings screens for author, title, and subject searches went into effect in the spring of 1996. See, for example, the revised zero postings screen for title searching, found in figure 5. A third set of transaction logs was analyzed in the fall of 1996 to assess the effects of the new explain and zero postings screens. The modified zero postings screen for keyword searching was not implemented until the winter of 1998, so any effect of that change could not be assessed until the fourth set of logs was analyzed.
The percentage of searches with author in incorrect order unexpectedly rose between the second and third sets of transaction logs, from 0.38 to 0.62 percent. Feedback from public services staff indicated that the author example on the introductory screen ("Preston, Richard") was causing some confusion because it was not intuitively obvious that "Preston" was the author’s last name. A new title was chosen for the general introductory screen with an author example of "Benson, Herbert." Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the introductory screens for the Main Library and the Library of the Health Sciences before and after the changes in the

---

**FIGURE 4**

**Explain Title (after 5/20/96)**

**Introduction to Title Searching**

To search by title, type T= followed by as much of the title as you know.

*Entire title not needed.
*Example: t=red badge of cour

*Omit initial article.
*Example: t=hot zone

*Cross-references direct a search to variations in the title. Type the line number to select the suggested title.
—Search Under means use instead of.
—Search Also Under means use in addition to.

Press <ENTER> for more information on Title Searching.

---

**Hints for Title Searching**

*Omit initial articles, accent marks, and punctuation.
*Try an alternate form of the word. Common alternatives are listed on the next screen.

*If the search results in zero entries:
—Shorten the title.
—Retry as a keyword search (k=).

*If search still results in zero entries, the library may not own the title. Check ILLINET for the holdings of other libraries. Ask for assistance at the Reference or Information Desk.

Press <ENTER> for more information on Title Searching.

---

**Common Alternate Forms of Words**

The following are common alternate forms of words that may exist in the catalog. If search results in zero entries, try an alternate form of the word.

*initialisms, acronyms, and abbreviations (abbreviated or spelled out);
*numbers (in numeric form or spelled out);
*hyphenations (one word or hyphenated);
*spelling variations;
*the word ‘and’ (spelled out or as ‘&’),

Ask for further assistance at the Reference or Information Desk.

You may begin a search from any screen.

Press <ENTER> for more information on Title Searching.
summer of 1997. A fourth set of transaction logs run in the spring of 1998 was used to assess the effect of the newest general introductory screen.

Results and Analysis
The results of the analysis of the four sets of transaction log sampling are detailed in table 1. The table includes the total number of transactions, the total number of search statements, and the items that were expected to be influenced by the screen changes. The total number of transactions was a figure provided at the end of each transaction log, which included all patron inputs at the terminal: searches, invalid commands, navigational instructions, screen view changes, and exit commands.

The total number of search statements was derived from the number of searches with correct syntax plus those searches that failed because the search arguments were missing. This number was the most accurate indication of the total number of attempted searches that did not require second-guessing the patron’s intention based solely on the transaction log record. It is possible that some of the other error mes-
sages that patrons received, such as “in­
valid command” and “invalid context,”
resulted from a failed search attempt, but
analysis of these searches proved difficult
without the benefit of patron interviews.

Data from the first and second set of
logs have been reported previously but
are included here because this longitudi­
nal analysis requires a retrospective dis­
cussion of all the sets. The previous pa­
der detailed statistically significant
changes in the number of times each of
the following occurred in the wake of the
initial introductory screen changes:
• use of the explain command
• search statements with correct syn­
tax
• search statements missing the
search argument
• searches resulting in zero postings
• title searches that included an ini­
tial article
• author searches in incorrect order
• use of keyword searching.

All of the changes were considered im­
provements in searching behavior. It was
expected that searching behavior would
continue to improve as further screen
changes were implemented, but this was
not the case in every instance. To test
whether the changes between two sets of
data were significant, a z-test for the equal­
ity between two proportions (binomial dis-
tribution) was used and a one-tailed anal­
ysis was done. Although changes between
transaction log sets one and two will be
discussed, z-values will not be repeated
here. All of the changes between sets one
and two that are presented in table 1 were
statistically significant to the .0005 level.

Use of the explain command showed
a marked increase between sets one and
two, from 0.038 to 0.199 percent. Between
sets two and three it decreased slightly,
but the change was not statistically sig­
nificant (z = 1.45; p>.05). Between sets
three and four, use of the explain com­
mand once again increased significantly,
to 0.3 percent (z = -3.42, p<.0005). The
change between sets two and four also
was checked and it too was significant (z
= -2.19, p<.025) to a lesser degree. Over­
all, use of the explain command increased
together as additional screen changes
were implemented. The increase from set
one to set four was almost tenfold.

Not all improvements were sustained
through the four sets of logs. The percent­
age of search statements with correct syn­
tax increased from 96.45 to 97.68 percent
between sets one and two and then to 98.6
percent in set three (z = -2.99, p<.005). Set
four showed a significant decrease (z =
6.04, p<.0005) from set three to 96.46 per­
cent, basically the percentage found in set
one.
Table 1

Transactions Analyzed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First Set</th>
<th>Second Set</th>
<th>Third Set</th>
<th>Fourth Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of transactions</td>
<td>39421</td>
<td>20585</td>
<td>16178</td>
<td>29276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of explain commands</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of transactions that were explain commands (%)</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of search statements</td>
<td>7204</td>
<td>4605</td>
<td>3438</td>
<td>5283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of correct syntax searches</td>
<td>6948</td>
<td>4498</td>
<td>3390</td>
<td>5096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of search statements that were correct syntax searches (%)</td>
<td>96.45</td>
<td>97.68</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>96.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of search statements missing the search argument</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of search statements missing the search argument (%)</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of correct syntax searches resulting in zero postings</td>
<td>2435</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td>1665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of correct syntax searches resulting in zero postings (%)</td>
<td>35.05</td>
<td>31.35</td>
<td>30.56</td>
<td>32.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of correct syntax searches with initial article included</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of correct syntax searches with initial article included (%)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of correct syntax searches with author in incorrect order</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of correct syntax searches with author in incorrect order (%)</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of keyword searches</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>1442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of correct syntax searches that were keyword searches (%)</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>15.83</td>
<td>19.06</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The percentage of search statements that were missing the search argument demonstrated a similar pattern. Improvements were found through the first three sets of logs, decreasing from 3.55 to 2.32 percent between one and two and 2.32 to 1.4 percent between two and three (z = 2.97, p<.005). However, the percentage increased to 3.54 in set four (z = -6.04, p<.005), once again basically the percentage found in set one.

The percentage of correct syntax searches resulting in zero postings showed an improvement, decreasing between sets one and two, 35.05 to 31.35 percent. Between sets two and three there was a statistically insignificant decrease from 31.35 to 30.56 (z = 0.75, p>.10). The increase between sets three and four from 30.56 to 32.67 percent was statistically significant (z = -2.04, p<.025), but the difference between sets two and four was not (z = 1.38, p>.05). The overall change between sets one and four was statistically significant (z = 2.72, p<.005), indicating that although some of the initial improvements were lost over time, overall there was significant improvement from the initial set of logs to the final set of logs.

The percentage of correct syntax searches with the initial article (a, an, or the) included followed a similar pattern. Decreases were seen between sets one and two, 1.44 to 0.6 percent, and between sets two and three, 0.6 to 0.5 percent (not significant, z = 0.59, p>.05), and then in set
four the percentage increased to 0.84. Even though the change between sets two and three was not significant, the tests on the changes between sets three and four and sets two and four had different results due to the 0.1 percentage point difference. The change between sets two and four is not significant \((z = -1.37, p>.05)\), but the change between sets three and four is \((z = -1.83, p<.05)\). Overall, the difference between sets one and four is also significant \((z = 3.0, p<.005)\), so that although some improvement was lost with time, there was still significant improvement after screen changes were initiated.

The percentage of correct syntax searches with the author’s name in incorrect order also showed a significant improvement after screen changes were initiated, but again some of the improvements were lost over time. Before screen changes, 1.02 percent of correct syntax searches had the author in incorrect order. This decreased to 0.38 percent in set two. Between sets two and three, the percentage increased from 0.38 to 0.62, not a significant increase \((z = -1.52, p>.05)\), and then decreased from 0.62 to 0.57 in set four, also not significant \((z = 0.29, p>.05)\). However, the overall improvement from set one to set four was significant \((z = 2.69, p<.005)\).

The percentage of correct syntax searches that were keyword searches showed a statistically significant increase with each successive set of logs. Keyword searching increased from 13.3 percent in set one to 15.83 percent in set two. From set two to three, keyword searching increased to 19.06 percent of searches \((z = -3.76, p<.0005)\). With set four keyword searching increased to 28.3 percent of searches \((z = -9.68, p<.0005)\). Overall, keyword searching more than doubled from set one to set four.

Searches that resulted in zero postings were analyzed in detail, and the results are presented in table 2 and figure 8. It was expected that the screen changes would influence the percentage of searches with the subject wrong or not in catalog, initial article included in title search, author search done in incorrect order, and unsuccessful keyword search. For these, the results from each set of logs were tested for

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Zero Postings</th>
<th>First Set</th>
<th></th>
<th>Second Set</th>
<th></th>
<th>Third Set</th>
<th></th>
<th>Fourth Set</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect spelling</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>10.64</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>11.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject wrong or not in catalog</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>15.39</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>13.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title wrong or not in catalog</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>34.78</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>42.34</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>41.12</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>30.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial article included in title search</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author wrong or not in catalog</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>14.96</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>10.62</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author search done in incorrect order</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact retry of previous search</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>6.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuccessful keyword search</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>20.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of zero postings searches | 2,435 |       | 1,410       |       | 1,036       |       | 1,665       |       |
statistical significance. Although the percentages of zero postings due to incorrect spelling, title or author wrong or not in catalog, and exact retries of previous searches also changed, the changes could not be attributed to the screen revisions except as artifacts of changes in other categories. Thus, they were not analyzed for statistical significance.

Web interfaces do not require users to enter complicated command strings that use search statements and arguments.

The percentage of zero postings due to subject wrong or not in catalog declined in each successive set of transaction logs, from 23 percent in set one to 13.69 percent in set four. The change between sets one and was statistically significant, but not the changes between sets two and three (z = 0.55, p>.05) and sets three and four (z = 0.65, p>.05). The change between sets one and four was highly significant (z = 7.43, p<.0005), as was the overall improvement over time. This might be attributed to the emphasis on keyword searching in the revised screens.

Although zero postings from subject searching declined, those due to unsuccessful keyword searches showed a corresponding increase, which might be attributed to the overall increase in keyword searches. Unsuccessful keyword searches accounted for 8.71 percent of zero postings in the first set of logs, 10.5 percent in the second, 13.8 percent in the third, and 20.78 percent in the fourth. All of these increases were statistically significant, from set one to set two, from two to three (z=-2.49, p<.01), and from three to four (z= -4.58, p<.0005).

The percentage of times that a zero postings search was the result of including an initial article in a title search showed a steady decrease over the first three sets of logs, followed by an increase in the fourth set. Initial articles in title searches were used in 4.11 percent of zero postings searches in the first set of logs, 1.91 percent in the second, 1.64 percent in the third, and 2.58 percent in the fourth. The change from set one to set two was significant. The change from sets two to three (z = 0.50, p>.05) and from sets three to four (z = -1.62, p>.05) were not statistically significant. The overall change from set one to four was significant (z = 2.62,
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p<.005), suggesting that perhaps the screen changes did help improve searching behavior.

The percentage of zero postings attributable to an author search done in the incorrect order followed a similar pattern. The decline from set one to set two, 2.92 to 1.21 percent, was statistically significant. This was followed by several changes that were not statistically significantly different from one another. From set two to set three the percentage changed from 1.21 to 2.03 percent ($z = -1.62$, $p>.05$), and from set three to set four the percentage changed from 2.03 to 1.74 percent ($z=0.54$, $p>.05$). The overall change from set one to set four was significant ($z = 2.42$, $p<.01$), indicating that although the numbers fluctuated, there was overall improvement over time.

Discussion

The results of the first study showed that changes to the introductory screen had a positive effect on user searching behavior and success, reducing some of the more common searching errors. Based on these findings, the task force hypothesized that further improvements to screen design would enhance these positive results. To this end, the task force looked at improving the zero postings screens, explain screens, and the introductory screens for specialized libraries. Subsequent analysis of transaction logs over four years revealed that the screen modifications appear to have affected search behavior, but that not all effects persisted over time.

Increased use of the explain command did not just persist over time but, rather, continued to increase throughout the four sets of logs. Use of the explain command increased almost tenfold between sets one and four (from 0.038 to 0.3 percent of transactions). This increase is important because it indicates that a previously underutilized instructional component of the OPAC is now being utilized. Whether use of the explain command increased the users' ability to effectively search the catalog is difficult to determine solely from transaction log information. Additional research on this aspect could yield further improvements to online help for OPACs.

The transaction log analysis from the previous study supports the conclusion that screen improvements had a positive effect on how users formulate their search statements. Clarification of examples on the introductory screen seemed to help the searcher's ability to construct searches that included both a search argument and a search statement, essential elements of a successful search request. Unfortunately, the observed positive effect was not sustained in subsequent transaction logs. The counts for both the number of correct syntax searches and the number of searches missing the search argument rebounded to figures close to their original numbers. There is no way to know precisely why the earlier improvements decreased over time, but one possible explanation may have to do with the increase in Web-based search interfaces. During the time this longitudinal study was conducted, the university library introduced more library bibliographic databases and catalogs with Web interfaces, including a Web version of the UIC OPAC. Web interfaces do not require users to enter complicated command strings that use search statements and arguments. Familiarity with this type of system could account for the regression of syntax and search argument errors to nearly the levels found in the first set of logs.

The influence of Web interfaces also may have had an impact on the percentage of both correct syntax and zero postings searches that were title searches that included the initial article and author searches entered in the incorrect order. Web interfaces often allow users to enter titles with initial articles and author names in any order. However, with both of these search types, the positive changes did not totally regress over time; the differences between the first and fourth sets were a statistically significant improvement despite fluctuations in the numbers. This improvement might be attributed to
the OPAC screen changes. Interestingly, the second revision of the introductory screen, which attempted to provide a clearer example of correct author order, did not result in a statistically significant improvement in author order errors from the first screen revision.

Although there was some reversal in the decrease of the number of correct syntax searches that resulted in zero postings in later logs, the overall decrease and improvement was significant. It is to be expected that these numbers may fluctuate depending on the searches being conducted. Zero postings searches include searches for material not owned by the library as well as misspellings, an ongoing problem in OPACs.

Keyword searching was promoted on both the introductory and zero postings screens. Overall, keyword searches increased from 13.3 to 28.3 percent over the series of transaction log sets. Because this study only looked at the transaction logs, it is impossible to know whether successful keyword searches produced lists of materials relevant to the patron’s information needs. Keyword searching did account for an increasing percentage of unsuccessful searches. The percentage of zero postings from unsuccessful keyword searches increased in each successive set of transaction logs, whereas the percentage of zero postings due to a subject being wrong or not in the catalog declined in each successive set of transaction logs. However, the increase in zero postings keyword searches is greater than the decrease in zero postings subject searches. Zero postings subject searches fell from a high of 23 percent to a low of 13.69 percent while zero postings keyword searches started at a low of 8.71 percent rising to a high of 20.78 percent. The redesigned zero postings screens suggest ways to redesign searches to retrieve results, and one suggested method on all of them is to repeat the search as a keyword search. Therefore, some unsuccessful author and title searches may also have been retried as keyword searches, leading to the large keyword percentage.

**Conclusion**

Longitudinal study of transaction logs can assist librarians in improving OPAC interfaces and in assessing the long-term effects of screen changes. Patterns of user behavior become apparent during such a study. Librarians then can redesign OPAC screens to address certain behaviors that may cause zero postings. However, this study demonstrates that in some cases initial positive improvements in searching behavior possibly attributable to screen changes can regress over time, even back to the original levels. Although frustrating, this finding is important to the continued improvement of OPAC interface design, indicating that initial successes may be temporary and longitudinal analyses are needed to see which screen changes contribute to long-term behavior changes. Why some improvements persist and others regress is ultimately not ascertainable from the transaction logs. The ever-changing population in an academic library setting may have exerted some influence over this longitudinal study. With a different population existing from year to year, it was impossible to study the same group of users in each of the four transaction log samples. John Leslie King and Kenneth L. Kraemer reviewed computers and communications technology and reported that “common predictions about the effects of using information technology frequently fail to materialize as expected. The failure of prediction is not a signal that the outcome is negative. Rather it is a sign that the impacts are richer and more complex than anticipated.” Even so, librarians should continue to alter catalog design in response to what they learn from transaction log analysis because this study shows that OPAC screen redesign may positively influence some search behaviors over the long term.

Further research using the data collected will focus on how instructional programs and aids can provide additional benefit to patrons and influence OPAC searching behavior. Analysis of common searching mistakes can assist librarians in...
the development of instructional units and tutorials to aid users in correcting unsuccessful searching behavior.

As libraries move toward Web-based catalog interfaces, lessons learned in this non-Web environment will aid in the design of appropriate help and introductory screens. Although some of the problems patrons currently experience searching the OPAC should disappear in the Web environment, close monitoring of logs will most likely uncover new difficulties in their place, if Web-based logs permit analysis of transactions. Unfortunately, current Web-based logs do not capture the types of data found in traditional OPAC transaction logs. If librarians wish to continue to use this unobtrusive and inexpensive method of obtaining unbiased information about how users navigate the catalog, they will need to work with Web catalog vendors to develop logs that provide the types of information needed for analysis of patron search behavior.
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